Data collection: What to report to Copibec?

Have you photocopied, scanned or displayed content?

Yes

Is the document listed in Copibec's repertoire?

Yes

Was the content downloaded from SAMUEL, Copibec's digital plateform?

Yes

You’re not required to report those types of use (automatically reported)

No

No

Tick the relevant box to indicate that you did not reproduce any copyrighted content during the corresponding period

No

Report all content used including:
- Uploaded to your intranet
- Shared in a email
- Inserted into a PowerPoint
- Displayed on a smartboard
- Photocopied, scanned or printed

Among the uses allowed under the reproduction rights agreement:
- 10% (max. 25 pages) of a document designed specifically for education purposes
- 15% of any other document

For complete information on the agreement’s terms, please refer to our website.